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ABSTRACT
A massive problem within the United States is the financial loss that
occurs through cybercrime. Before a cybercrime investigation can be solved,
there needs to be enough gathered evidence. One way to obtain evidence is
through processing the individual’s digital files from any electronic device or
source, this is called digital evidence. Digital evidence can be obtained through
the use of multiple software such as Forensic Toolkit (FTK), Magnet, or Autopsy.
Although each software is used for the same goal, to obtain valuable information
that can be used as evidence to support an existing case, there are unique
features that differ one from another. These features are crucial to how effective
and efficiently the user is able to obtain evidence related to the case. The
question at hand is which software between, FTK, Magnet, and Autopsy, will be
more effective and efficient for the user to receive the evidence needed based on
the type of cybercrime committed. In order to compare the functionalities of the
software, this project processed and documented forensic results of FTK,
Magnet, and Autopsy from the nps-2008-jean.E01 evidence file.
The comparative results show (a) the time length needed to completely
analyze the evidence file, (b) which features are included and not included within
the processing, and (c), number of artifacts found within each category. The
findings are: (a) 55,198 artifacts found in FTK in 21 minutes and 18 minutes, (b)
96,157 artifacts found in Autopsy in 1 hour and 40 minutes, and (c) 65,221
artifacts found in Magnet in 1 hour and 6 minutes. The results show that FTK
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processed the nps-2008-jean.E02 file the fastest, Autopsy processed the
evidence file the longest and Magnet is the second fastest. The conclusion is
depending on the type of cybercrime category being processed, one application
may be more effective and efficient than the other.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Background
A Cybercrime is a criminal offense committed through the internet or any
other various forms through a computer technology (Cyber Crimes, n.d.). This
can involve and is not limited to cyberbullying, identity theft, ransomware,
scamming, or social engineering. As shown in a statistical chart done by J.
Clement, the United States lost more than 2 billion U.S. dollars through
cybercrimes in 2019 (Clement, 2020). In order to prevent the increasing amount
of cybercrime activities, and to prevent the crime from furthering more financial
losses, cybercrimes are reported to government agencies or law enforcements to
obtain the needed evidence to solve the case. To obtain such evidence, a
forensic expert must find digital evidence that is held within the target electronic
device, this can include but are not limited to cell phones, laptops, or hard drives.
The expert uses specialized forensic software applications to search and analyze
the electronic devices to find and preserve the supporting criminal information for
the case.
However, since there are many different types of competing forensic
software applications, there is a question as to which software is more effective
and efficient for the user to obtain the evidence. This project explores and
compares the efficiency and effectiveness of three widely used forensic
applications known as Forensic Toolkit (FTK), Magnet, and Autopsy. Focus is on:
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(a) the time length needed to completely analyze the evidence file, (b) which
features are included and not included within the processing, and (c), number of
artifacts found within each category.

Purpose
The purpose of this project is to provide an overview to the viewers in
regards to the functionality, capabilities, and processing analysis of FTK, Magnet,
and Autopsy. The project provide viewers with knowledge on each software
regarding system specifications, tools available, processing time, the number of
items/artifacts identified, and the level of complexity to use the software. In order
to view how each application processes evidence, Jean Case Scenario was
obtained by Digital Corpora. This allow the viewers to have an overview of which
forensic software is more likely to be effective and efficient to obtaining digital
evidence. At the end of the analysis a conclusion is made as to which forensic
software is recommended for the type of cybercrime investigated to help solve
cybercrimes faster. By determining which forensic software is more effective and
efficient to use for particular cybercrime cases, it will reduce the time length to
process and gather the needed evidence to solve the investigation, thus reducing
the time needed to find the criminals and bring them to justice.

Software and Evidence Background
Forensic Toolkit (FTK) was designed by AccessData which was founded
in 1987, where it offers industry-leading solutions through investigations, litigation
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or compliances. AccessData has continued to work with over 130,000 clients
located in law enforcements, government agencies, organizations, corporations,
and law firms. Where the products are able to provide faster results, insights, and
connectivity (AccessData, n.d.)
Magnet is designed by AXIOM that is used by some of the top law
enforcements, government agencies, and corporate organizations today. Magnet
is known for its excellence, reliability, and trustworthiness around the globe.
Where its technology is focused on finding the solution to cases and
investigations from cybercrimes that can range from child exploitation to terrorism
from all over the world (Magnet Forensics, n.d.).
Autopsy is a digital forensic platform and graphical interface that is a part
of The Sleuth Kit. Autopsy is widely used by law enforcements, military, and
corporation to conduct investigations regarding the history and usage of the
computer. The design of the platform is end-to-end which provides modules for
the user to add to the platform (Carrier, 2003 – 2020).
Digital Corpora is a website that is dedicated for the use in computer
forensics education research. Every disk images, memory dumps, and network
packets are available to use within the DigitalCorpora.org website. Digital
Corpora focuses on providing research corpus on real data that is obtained from
around the globe. The type of evidences that are available are cell phone dumps,
disk images, files, network packet dumps, and scenarios (Digital Corpora, 2019).
Within this project, the scenario that will be used is the M57-Jean scenario. This
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case is based on the single disk image scenario that involves the exfiltration of
corporate documents that was obtained from a senior executive’s laptop. The
scenario is that a small start-up company known as M57.Biz, had a confidential
spreadsheets based on the names and salaries of key employees within the
company, and that the spreadsheet was found posted to the “comments” section
within one of the company’s competitors. The scenario states that the only
employer to have had the spreadsheet was one of the M57’s officer named Jean.
In addition to the scenario, Jean claims that she had no idea how the data had
left her laptop, and that she must’ve been hacked (Digital Corpora, 2019). The
purpose of this scenario is to determine if the data was stolen, or if Jean isn’t as
innocent as she claims to be. The Jean scenario is based on a disk image file
which comes in the format of nps-2008-jean.E01. The project will focus on
identifying the spreadsheet within the Jean Case Scenario to view the features,
tools, capabilities, and user complexity attempting to locate the spreadsheet as
evidence.
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CHAPTER TWO
SOFTWARE ANALYSIS

Software Specifications
Like many other applications and software, there is a required operating
system that is needed in order to run the program. The software specification
allows the user to view whether or not the system meets the requirements to run
the software on their device. This is crucial information in regards to which type
of software is available or unavailable to use for the user. If available, the user
can setup and install the software for use, if not available, then user must locate
an eligible operating system that meets the specification requirements. The
minimum hardware and software specification requirements for FTK, Magnet,
and Autopsy are as followed.
FTK Specifications
•

Operating System
o Windows Server 2016
o Windows Server 2012 R2
o Windows 10
o Windows 7 64-bit

Magnet Specifications
•

Operating System
o Windows 7 64-bit
o Windows 8
5

o Windows 8.1
o Windows 10
•

Software Framework
o Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2 or later

•

Display Resolution
o 1280x720

•

CPU
o Compute capabilities 3.5
o NVIDIA CUDA version 9.0

•

Memory
o 8 GB RAM

•

Storage
o HDD

•

Mobile devices
o Android

Autopsy Specifications
•

Operating System
1. Windows 64-bit
2. Windows 32-bit
3. Linux
4. OS X
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Capabilities
Capabilities are key features that are presented within the application for
users to be aware of and to have access to. Capabilities are crucial to how well
the application and user performs while processing digital evidence. Without
capabilities, the user or system would not perform as successfully. The list below
are the featured capabilities within the application and cons within the application
that were found.
FTK Features and Cons
•

Features
1. Ability to decrypt the computer drive that is encrypted with the latest
version of McAfee Drive Encryption.
2. Investigators are able to collect, process, and then analyze the
dataset.
3. Processes and indexes up front to avoid wasting time while waiting for
the search to execute.
4. Configure and change weighting criteria for sorting after the processing
5. Leverage on one shared case database
6. Easy-to-use GUI for users
7. Email Analysis
8. File Decryption
9. Data Carving
10. Data Visualization
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11. Web Viewer
12. Cerberus
13. Optical Character Recognition
•

Cons
1. Doesn’t support any scripting features.
2. Doesn’t contain any multi-tasking capabilities.
3. Doesn’t contain any progress bar that will estimate time remaining to
process the evidence.
4. Doesn’t contain a timeline view.
5. Doesn’t contain all the necessary programs or tools to run selected
features within the application.
6. Expensive, not all users are able to have to obtain application on
operating system.
7. Not compatible with Linux, UNIX, or OS X operating systems.

Magnet Features and Cons
•

Features
1. Ability to recover, analyze, and report the data that is being processed.
2. Features timeline analyze across all evidentiary sources such as:
a. File download
b. Program Execution
c. Deleted Files
d. File Knowledge
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e. Network Activity
f. Physical Location
g. File/Folder Opening
h. Account Usage
i.

Brower Usage

j.

External Device/USB Usage

k. User Communication
l.

Social Activity

m. Financial Transactions
n. Device Interactions
o. User Events
3. Identifies key evidence quickly by searching for both text-based and
media content.
4. Contains a visual connection between files, users, and devices.
5. Ability to investigate Mac devices and discovering more macOS
artifacts
•

Cons
1. Expensive to obtain software.
2. When processing very large evidence sources, Magnet can freeze or
stop responding.

Autopsy Features and Cons
•

Features
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1. Multi-User Cases
2. Timeline Analysis
3. Keyword Search
4. Web Artifacts
5. Registry Analysis
6. LNK File Analysis
7. Email Analysis
8. EXIF
9. File Type Sorting
10. Media Payback
11. Thumbnail Viewer
12. Robust File System Analysis
13. Hash Set Filtering
14. Tags
15. Unicode Strings Extraction
16. File Type Detection
17. Interesting Files Modules
18. Android Support
19. Operates on Linux, UNIX, OS X, and Windows operating systems.
•

Cons
1. Doesn’t state duplicated results.
2. Error reading files
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3. Doesn’t state full amount of evidence found
4. Needs extensive training that could prove to be expensive.
5. Minimal support
6. Doesn’t clearly identify encrypted files
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CHAPTER THREE
TYPES OF CYBERCRIME

Cybercrime Categories
When receiving a cybercrime case, the user should always be able to
identify the type of cybercrime, understand the purpose or intent of the crime,
and identify the main source or action course of the crime. In this section there
will be a list of cybercrime categories, the purpose or intent of the crime, and
scenarios of the crime to better understand which actions are taken to commit
the crime. By understanding how the actions of the crime is commit, the user can
identify where to locate evidence faster, such as E-Mail results, chat results, or
image results.
Identity Theft and Invasion of Privacy. Refers to the use of someone else’s
identify. This method is usually used to gain financial advantages by obtaining a
credit card, social security number, and any other benefits in the use of another
person’s name.
1. Scenario: Suspect can commit identity theft and invasion of privacy
by obtaining an individual’s credit card, social security number,
passport, phone service, and driver licenses.
Internet Fraud. Refers to a type of fraud or deception that makes use of
the internet that could involve hiding one’s information or providing false
information for the purpose of attempting to trick victims out of their money,
property, and/or inheritance.
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1. Scenario: Suspect contacts an individual through the internet in an
attempt to receive a large sum of money through a check.
Mail and Wire Fraud. Considered federal crimes that involve the mailing or
electronically transmitting something that is associated with fraud.
1. Scenario: Suspect receives access to an individual’s bank account
and wire’s the money to his/her bank account.
File Sharing and Piracy. Piracy involves the illegal duplication of
copyrighted materials and file sharing those materials with other individuals.
1. Scenario: The suspect downloads a movie file or music onto a CD,
and sells it to individual’s around them.
Counterfeiting and Forgery. A type of forgery that is the manufacture of
false money for one’s gain. This is the act of defrauding by passing the material
to be original or the genuine product.
1. Scenario: The suspect creates an image of money, prints the
money through a personal digital device, and attempts to purchase
products through the false money.
Child Pornography. Refers to the illegal act of exploiting children for
sexual stimulation.
1. Scenario: The suspect possesses child pornography to sell as an
illegal business.
Hacking. Known as the act of gaining unauthorized access to data within a
system or device.
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1. Scenario: The suspect breaches a bank company privacy in order
to gain credit card information and personal data.
Spam and E-Mail hacking. Spamming is the process of placing
advertisements for products and services within the device to waste both storage
and network capacities. E-Mail hacking is the unauthorized access to an email
account or email correspondence.
1. Scenario: The suspect spams an individual with false
advertisement to trick the user into clicking the advertisement, that
will install a virus into the user’s system.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROBLEM AND TESTING

Stating the Problem
The main problem within this project is that the United States annual loss
in 2019 was over 2 billion U.S. dollars through cybercrimes alone. The question
is, what can be done to prevent or reduce more loss occurring through
cybercrimes. The answer to this question is to determine which digital forensic
application is more effective and efficient for users to process digital evidence to
solve the cybercrime case as fast as possible. By obtaining digital evidence that
is related to the cybercrime as quickly as possible, the quicker the cybercrime
case is close to being solved, which results in decreasing the amount of financial
loss occurring through the United States. Within this section there is a list of
questions that is compiled to help the viewer understand the problem better.
Questions
1. How can we prevent or reduce more loss occurring through cybercrimes?
a. We can examine which digital forensic software or application, is
most effective and efficiency for users to gather digital evidence
based on the cybercrime category.
i. For example, the cybercrime category of identity thief is best
processed under the Magnet application, because of the
timeline capability to view the user’s activities from when
suspect started stealing an identity (hypothetically).
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Therefore, Magnet is able to gather digital evidence on
identify thief more effectively and efficiently, thus leading to
less processing and gathering time for the user to proceed to
the next step of solving the case. The faster the case is
solved, the faster the identity thief can be stopped to prevent
further loss within the United States.
2. What digital forensic software or applications are most commonly used
today to solve cybercrimes?
a. Cybercrime cases involves gathering digital evidences, which can
be processed on any digital forensic software or applications. Some
of the widely used digital forensic applications involves FTK,
Magnet, and Autopsy.
3. Which forensic application is better?
a. Each application contains their own unique capabilities and
functionalities. Depending on these features, each forensic
application may solve the cybercrime case differently.
i. For example, one cybercrime case is processed on both
Autopsy and Magnet, however, it may be more effective and
efficient for the user to solve that particular cybercrime case
on Autopsy, rather than it was on Magnet.
4. Why compare FTK, Magnet, and Autopsy?
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a. The three applications are well-known applications for gathering
digital evidence. These three applications play an important role in
solving cybercrimes throughout the globe. In order to the determine
how each application functions, their features, and capabilities, the
user complexity, each application should be compared side by side
to view the differences.
5. Why use the Jean Case Scenario and not any other case?
a. The Jean Case Scenario is an evidence file that was obtained from
Digital Corpora that focus on providing computer forensics
education research. By choosing the Jean Case Scenario, this will
give the user a fair view of the evidence file that is able to be
processed throughout all three digital forensic applications.
Ensuring that each application has a fair change in processing the
evidence file to the best of the applications ability.
i. For example, obtaining an evidence file that was made by
FTK will tailor the evidence file to show artifacts or data that
is only found within FTK features and capabilities. This will
give false information that Magnet and Autopsy have a ‘lack’
of feature that is only available to FTK to process, which
provides users with different results and an overview of how
evidence is processed.
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Testing the Problem
In order to solve or find a conclusion to this problem, this project will test
all three forensic applications, FTK, Magnet, and Autopsy. The test will include
processing the evidence file of nps-2008-jean.E01. During the testing, there will
be a complete documentation and overview of each application during the
process.
Rules
1. Each application will process the nps-2008-jean.E01 evidence file.
2. Each evidence file is to be recorded of the time length needed to process
the file.
3. After processing the evidence file, there will be a record of how much
evidence or artifacts were found within each category or section of the
application.
4. Within each application, there will be an overview of the tools that are
available to the user.
5. The goal of each application is to locate the spreadsheet document within
the Jean case to view the complexity of finding the document.
Testing Purpose
By performing this test there will be results that will allow comparison
between each application and how the application processed the evidence files.
It will allow comparisons between processing time, the number of evidence
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processed, the tools available to the user, and how complex the application was
to use for each cybercrime category.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS

Processing Time
How the evidence file is processed is important to how soon the user can
view the evidence, and what the user can view from the evidence file. These are
the results of processing the Jean Case evidence files for FTK, Magnet, and
Autopsy. This section within the project will show how the Jean case was
processed.
FTK Processing

Figure 1. FTK Processing Profile
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When opening the FTK application, I selected the “New Case Option” and
selected the “Forensic Processing” as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. FTK Selected Evidence
The nps-2008-jean-E01 file is then added to FTK to begin processing as
shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2, I selected the refinement options to view how
the evidence file can be processed, which also shows a list of features that users
can use within the FTK application.
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Figure 3. (A) FTK Evidence Processing Refinement Options
In Figure 3 (A), the selected features were MD5 hash, SHA hash, flag
duplicate files, expand compound files, file signature analysis, flag bad
extensions, search test index, create thumbnails for graphics, include deleted
files, and populate family for Quin-C. However, there is a limitation as to which
features the user can use when processing the evidence file, the limitation within
the application includes the user having a separate program in order to run the
selected feature. Therefore, the user would have to have more than one program
open, if the selected feature(s) were to be performed.
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Figure 3. (B) FTK Evidence Processing Refinement Options
Figure 3 (B) also shows the selected file types that can be processed
within the evidence file, selected were documents, spreadsheets, databases,
graphics, email messages, executables, archives, multimedia, internet chat, OS
files, mobile device files, and others. After the user selects the necessary
features then the user can start processing the evidence.
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Figure 4. FTK Processing Results
Figure 4 shows the processing results of the Jean case, here we can see
that FTK discovered, processed, and indexed 55,198 artifacts of evidence within
21 minutes and 18 seconds. Note that it took 21 minutes and 18 minutes to
process the Jean case file with the selected features that was selected in Figure
3 (A) and Figure 3 (B), if more features were selected, it is possible that more
time would be needed to process the file.
Autopsy Processing

Figure 5. Autopsy Selected Data Source
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When opening the Autopsy application, I added the nps-2008-jean.E01
case file to the data source as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Autopsy Selected Features
The user is then able to select which features they want to include for
processing. As shown in Figure 6, the features selected to process in Autopsy
are: recent activities, hash lookup, file type identification, extension mismatch
detector, embedded file extractor, exif parser, keyword search, email parser,
encryption detection, interesting files identifier, correlation engine, PhotoRec
carver, virtual machine extractor, data source integrity, and android analyzer.
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Figure 7. Autopsy Live Evidence Processing
From there, the user is able to view the evidence being found in live time
before the evidence is fully processed. As the evidence is being analyzed, the
user will be able to view the new evidence being added into the data source. This
is to ensure that the user can start looking at evidence instantly as it is being
analyzed by the application. Figure 7 shows the data that the user can start
analyzing as the Jean evidence file is still being processed. The amount of time
that was required to finish the analysis of the Jean case evidence file, was 1 hour
and 40 minutes, with a total of 96,157 artifacts of evidence found.
Magnet Processing
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Figure 8. Magnet Selected Evidence
When opening the Magnet application, I added the nps-2008-jean.E01
case file to the evidence source as shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8 the user is
able to select the processing details.
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Figure 9. (A) Magnet Processing Detail

Figure 9. (B) Magnet Processing Detail
Figure 9 (A) and (B) shows the features that are available to process the
evidence source. These include adding keywords to search, categorizing chats
with Magnet.AI, searching archives and mobile backups, calculating hash values,
categorizing pictures and videos, adding CPS data to search, and finding more
artifacts.
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Figure 10. Magnet Selected Artifacts
Figure 10 shows the selected artifacts from the Jean case file to include
within the case. In this case I have selected additional sources, chat, cloud
storage, custom artifacts, documents, email, encryption, media, peer to peer,
social networking, and web related artifacts to be included within the case.
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Figure 11. Magnet Live Processing Results
Once the user selects which artifacts to process, Magnet begins
processing the evidence source, the nps-2008-jean.E01 file. While processing,
the user is able to view the evidence being found in live time before the
processing is fully completed, which is very similar to Autopsy. Again, by having
this feature available the user is able to start looking at evidence instantly,
instead of waiting for the evidence to be processed fully to begin reviewing.
Figure 11 shows the data that is being processed and as it is processing, the
data is being inserted into the selected artifact categories. The amount of time
that was required to finish analyzing the evidence source was 1 hour and 6
minutes, and the number of artifacts found in total was 65,221.
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Number of Evidence Processed
It is important as a user to understand the categories that each artifact
falls under, as the user locates an artifact that can be used for the case, the user
can document which category that evidence is. Understanding the category is
also crucial to how well the user is able to solve the case. For instant, the Jean
case scenario states that a confidential spreadsheet was posted to the
“comments” section within one of the company’s competitors. This implies that
the user may be able to find crucial artifacts related to the case by viewing chats,
E-mails, and documents. Depending of the cybercrime category can determine
which evidence category the user may want to look at first, if the user looks at the
correct category and finds the needed artifacts, then perhaps there is no need for
the user to continue searching. This section of the project will go into detail as to
how much artifacts were found within each category of the applications FTK,
Magnet, and Autopsy.
FTK Evidence

Figure 12. FTK Identified File Categories
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In Figure 12, we can view the amount of each evidence that was found
within the file categories that was selected earlier in Figure 3 (A) and Figure 3
(B). The amount found in each category were:
1. Archives: 179
2. Database: 19
3. Documents: 6,728
4. Email: 343
5. Executable: 11,787
6. Folders: 2,028
7. Graphics: 7,769
8. Internet/Chat files: 193
9. Mobile Phone: 0
10. Multimedia: 466
11. OS/File System Files: 3,438
12. Other Encryption Files: 229
13. Other known types: 177
14. Presentations: 44
15. Slack/Free Space: 18,172
16. Spreadsheets: 28
17. Unknown Types: 3,598
18. User Types: 0
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Figure 13. FTK Identified File Status
In Figure 13, we can view the amount of each evidence that was found
within the file status. The amount found in each section of the file status was:
1. Bad Extensions: 6,207
2. Data Carved Files: 0
3. Decrypted Files: 0
4. Deleted Files: 695
5. Duplicate Items: 17,135
6. Email Attachments: 26
7. Email Related Items (From Email): 378
8. Encrypted Files: 2
9. Flagged Ignore: 0
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10. Flagged Privileged: 0
11. From Recycle Bin: 5
12. KFF Alert Files: 0
13. KFF Ignorable: 0
14. OCR Graphics: 0
15. OLE Subitems: 0
16. Project VIC Matched: 0
17. User-Decrypted Files: 0
Autopsy Evidence

Figure 14. (A) Autopsy Identified Artifacts
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Figure 14. (B) Autopsy Identified Artifacts

Figure 14. (C) Autopsy Identified Artifacts
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Figure 14. (D) Autopsy Identified Artifacts

Figure 14. (E) Autopsy Identified Artifacts
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Figure 14. (F) Autopsy Identified Artifacts

Figure 14. (G) Autopsy Identified Artifacts
Figure 14 (A – G), we can view the amount of each evidence found.
Magnet Evidence
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Figure 15. Magnet Identified Artifacts
Figure 15 displays the number of artifacts found within each artifact
categories from the selected computer artifacts shown in Figure 10.

Tools Available
Tools are important to how the user can use the application more
effectively and efficiently to obtain the evidence needed. Within this section of the
project, there will be a list of tools that are available to users in FTK, Magnet, and
Autopsy.
FTK Tools
1. User can decrypt files.
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2. User can send file to DNA/PRTK for password recovery (user would need
the program(s) first before attempting).
3. User can verify image integrity.
4. User can restore image to disk.
5. User can mount image to drive.
6. User can perform a disk viewer.
7. User can perform a visualization.
8. User can perform labels and carvers on files.
9. User can filter files.
10. User can bookmark files.
11. User can perform a live and index search within the evidence file.
Autopsy Tools
1. User can perform Image/Video editor to ensure the integrity of the
image/video.
2. User can view communication visualization. Shown in Figure 16.
3. User can perform a timeline data. Shown in Figure 17.
4. User can search through files by attributes.
5. User can find common properties.
6. User can generate reports.
7. User can use plugins.
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Figure 16. Autopsy Communication Visualization Tool

Figure 17. Autopsy Timeline Data Tool
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Magnet Tools
1. User can manage tags.
2. User can manager profiles.
3. User can manage media categories.
4. User can manage date/time formatting.
5. User can build timeline. Shown in Figure 18.
6. User can build connections between artifacts. Shown in Figure 19.
7. User can filter content types, such are USER IDs, names, number,
pictures, video, audio, URLS, and conversations.
8. User can perform keyword search and import keyword list.

Figure 18. Magnet Timeline Tool
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Figure 19. Magnet Connection Tool

User Complexity
User complexity is crucial to how effective the user can perform their
duties within the application. Such as having all the needed materials, tools, and
understanding the applications interfaces easily enough to get the job done as
fast as they can. Within this section of the project, I will conclude my personal
experience with each application towards the user complexity and my
performance in locating the main spreadsheet document, m57biz.xls, within the
applications. Table 1 highlights the main comparisons between FTK, Autopsy,
and Magnet.
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Table 1. FTK, Autopsy, and Magnet Features/Capabilities Comparison
Digital Forensic
Application
Features/Capabilities

FTK

Fastest processing time

✓

Autopsy Magnet

Longest processing time

✓

Most number of artifacts found

✓

Least number of artifacts found

✓

Requires other programs to run selected features

✓

Requires purchasing the application

✓

Labels duplicated files

✓

Web Viewer

✓

Timeline Analyses Tool
Data Carving

✓

View Deleted Files

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

Connection Visualization
Communication Visualization

✓

Tags

✓

✓

Provides keyword list importation

✓

✓

Provides keyword search

✓

✓

✓

Live Search
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Instant review of artifacts during processing

✓

✓

✓

✓

phase
✓

View operating system files

✓

Refer current case to previous records
Graphics Tool

✓

✓

View Chat logs

✓

✓

Send Encrypted files to PRTK

✓

User-Friendly: Easy to use for first time users

✓

✓

✓
✓

User-Friendly: Difficult to use without training
Email Analysis:

✓

✓

✓

Available for Windows Operating System

✓

✓

✓

✓

Available for Mac OS X

FTK Complexity
FTK did an excellent job at processing the evidence file for the Jean case
in under 22 minutes. As a user, I also enjoyed the fact that I could choose which
features I wanted FTK to process within the evidence file, however, there was a
big limitation as to which features I could also select. This was because certain
features required the user to have the needed program to perform the feature.
For example, the user would not be able to select the “Perform Automatic
Decryption” feature unless the user has the Password Recovery Toolkit (PRTK)
on their system. I find this to be a decrease in how effective the user can perform
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their duties in regards to decrypting files, especially if the user is assigned to
cybercrime case that involves decrypting many encrypted files.
The cost to obtain FTK can be very expensive, especially if the company
or organization needs to provide the FTK application to more than 50 operating
systems. The cost to obtain the perpetual licenses is roughly $3,995 with a yearly
support of $1,119. A user can also purchase a one-year subscription license
which is $2,227 with a yearly support that includes no additional cost. As a
student, FTK was very easy to obtain, however, other companies or organization
may have trouble obtaining enough FTK applications for each operating system
due to cost. This could also lead to not enough users being able to process
cybercrime cases, which can result in more financial loss within the United
States.
When using the application, it was very user friendly to bookmark the
evidence files that I found important, or wanted to look at again without having to
go through hundreds of files to try and relocate the file. Upon reviewing the Jean
case evidence file, I did find that there were many duplicated items, this can also
be a decrease in user effectiveness and efficiency because the user can be
forced to view many of the same evidence more than once. When locating the
m57biz.xls file that contained crucial information to the case, I found it easy to
locate the document through the categories that were displayed within FTK’s
overview, however, there were many duplicated documents that the user would
have to go through before finding the correct document, as shown in Figure 20.
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Overall, FTK was a very user friendly application to use, I strongly believe
that if a first time user was to obtain the application, the user will be able to easily
learn how to maneuver around FTK to find the appropriate evidence needed for
the cybercrime case. I find that FTK is very beneficially when viewing evidence
based on emails, graphics, documents, and internet/chat files. I wouldn’t
recommend using FTK if the cybercrime case involved decrypting many files to
obtain valuable information within the evidence, this is because FTK would
require the user to have a separate program to perform that feature.

Figure 20. FTK m57biz.xls File Location
Autopsy Complexity
When using Autopsy, the first thing that was noticeable was the time
length needed to process the evidence file. Autopsy processed the Jean case file
in 1 hour and 40 minutes, however, Autopsy did a phenomenal job in allowing
users to view the evidence found as it was processing and analyzing the data.
Therefore, this feature alone is very beneficial to the user to start analyzing
evidence before the evidence file is completed, especially if the evidence file
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could take hours to process. Users are also able to conduct a keyword search
and keyword list while the evidence is still being processed, allowing the
application to search and store the keywords for the user to view once the
process is completed. The interface of Autopsy was a bit difficult to use and
locate specific information because Autopsy also included the operating system
files. In addition to using the application, Autopsy did not filter duplicated files,
meaning that users could view many of the same files, thus leading to a longer
search for evidence. An advantage to using this application was being able to
view the communication visualization and timeline data, where it showed all
communication between users, the application used for the communication, and
the timeline of the artifacts found. Upon using Autopsy, it was difficult to locate
the m57biz.xls file, especially since most of the file included, operating system
files, images, and error documents. Instead of the m57biz.xls file being located in
the document category provided in Autopsy for easy identification, the file was
located within E-Mail messages, this was difficult to find since the user would
have to go through each E-Mail message to locate the file, instead of locating the
file within one of the index created within the application. Location of the
spreadsheet is shown in Figure 21.
Autopsy is very cost effective, in fact the software itself is free for users to
download. Autopsy offers the same core features that is used within other digital
forensic tools including other essential features. However, Autopsy does provide
video trainings on how to use the application at $495. Regardless of the training
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fee, the benefits of Autopsy being a free of charge application,
companies/organizations are able to provide Autopsy to as many operating
systems needed without having to worry about the cost burden.
Overall, Autopsy was a bit difficult to use, I wouldn’t recommend using
Autopsy unless the user obtained the Autopsy training course, which is a slight
decrease on how easily it may be to have the user perform effectively on the
application without any training. In addition, Autopsy didn’t filter out duplicated
files, there were many files that found, for instant when reviewing the “PDF”
section to locate any PDF files that may be related to the Jean case, 4/6 files
were considered to be duplicated files. Having too many duplicated files can
result in a longer time frame for the user to locate valuable information. Based on
the features and categories that Autopsy provided by processing the nps-2008jean.E01 file, I find Autopsy to be very beneficial when viewing evidence based
on the web, chat communications, documents, and viewing any activity within the
operating system itself.
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Figure 21. Autopsy m57biz.xls File Location
Magnet Complexity
Upon using Magnet, the user can conclude that the application is more
modern and up-to-date compared to FTK and Autopsy. Magnet allows the user to
view the artifacts being processed as the evidence is continuing to be analyzed,
similar to Autopsy. When processing the nps-2008-jean.E01 file, Magnet
completed the analysis within 1 hour and 6 minutes for a total of 65,221 artifacts.
When selecting the processing details, the user is able to search archives and
mobile backups into the case to detect any correlation that may occur from
previous cases. In addition to how modern and up-to-date the application is
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compared to FTK and Autopsy, Magnet contains a feature that allows the user to
view connections made between each file. This is extremely beneficial to the
user because instead of users manually trying to find a connection between the
files, Magnet has a tool that automatically builds a connection between files for
the user.
Magnet’s interface is very user friendly because it places each artifact
within a category for the user to easily locate. For instance, instead of all the
document files being placed within the ‘document’ section, where the user will
have to manually look through 200+ documents to locate a specific file, Magnet
filters each document by the extension and identifies the program used to read
the document, as shown in Figure 22. As a first time user, I found that Magnet
was the easiest of application to use between FTK and Autopsy. As for locating
the m57biz.xls, the file was very easy to locate due to how organize the
application is, and how the user can easily locate specific documents by the
property filters applied from processing the evidence source. In addition to finding
the file, Magnet’s connection tool allows the user the view other connections
made to the file, as shown in Figure 23. This tool is very beneficially to the user
because it allows the user to view all connections made between the file.
Magnet does not offer a free version. Magnet AXIOM pricing starts at
$1,700 as a one-time payment for each operating system. Although Magnet does
not provide a free version, Magnet does offer users a free trail before purchase.
Magnet is easy to download and is available to only windows operating systems.
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Overall, Magnet was found more user-friendly compared to FTK and Autopsy in
regards to viewing the artifacts found, making connections between files to locate
more relevant artifacts to the case, and viewing less duplicated files.

Figure 22. Magnet Document Category

Figure 23. Magnet m57biz.xls Location and Connection
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

Cybercrime Categories to
Digital Evidence Applications
In order to identify where to locate the evidence faster and which type of
digital forensic application is more efficient and effective to process the case, it is
important that the forensic detective understands the activities involved in
committing the cybercrime. In Chapter three, the cybercrime categories listed
included: identity theft and invasion of privacy, internet fraud, mail and wire fraud,
file sharing and piracy, counterfeiting and forgery, child pornography, hacking,
and spam and e-mail hacking. This Chapter discusses which digital forensic
software application: FTK, Magnet, or Autopsy would be best to analyze forensic
evidence within each cybercrime category.

Table 2. Recommended Digital Forensic Application for Cybercrime Category
Digital Forensic Application
Cybercrime Categories

FTK

Identity Theft and Invasion of Privacy

✓

Autopsy

Magnet

✓

Internet Fraud

✓

Mail and Wire Fraud
✓

File Sharing and Piracy
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✓

Counterfeiting and Forgery

✓

Child Pornography
✓

Hacking

✓

Spam and E-Mail

Table 2 provides a summary of the best software application tool to
analyze forensic evidence within each cybercrime category. Hereunder is the
rationale for the selection:
Identity Theft and Invasion of Privacy. FTK would best be used because of
the graphics, videos, and internet/chat features within the application. The user
can view for images related to credit card numbers, social security numbers, and
scan the internet/chat feature for any messages related to identity theft
questions.
Internet Fraud. Autopsy would best be used because of its communication
visualization tool. This tool allows the user to find all communication made within
each account type. Account types could include phone, email, social media, and
website.
Mail and Wire Fraud. Magnet would best be used because of users are
able to conduct a timeline chart of evidence found that would be related to mail
and wire fraud, this can be beneficial if the user wants to view the amount of
financial loss that has occur within a set time frame.
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File Sharing and Piracy. Autopsy would best be used because of its ability
to view operating system files. Here the user can identify all the user’s within the
system, the files within each user, web bookmarks, web cookies, illegal web
downloads, web history, and web searches.
Counterfeiting and Forgery. FTK because of its ability to view graphics
and the integrity of the images.
Child Pornography. Magnet would best be used because of its clear
categorization with Media. The user is able to view the audio, carved audio,
carved video, pictures, videos, and web video fragments. Although FTK can also
view videos, Magnet allows users to begin reviewing the evidence as the
evidence source is still being processed.
Hacking. Autopsy would best be used because users can view the system
files to identify any suspicious activity or file added.
Spam and E-Mail Hacking. Magnet because of the user is able to view
email attachments, EML(X) files, and email servers within the evidence file.
Although FTK can be used to view these features as well, FTK does not allow
user to view the evidence as it is being processed.

Digital Evidence Application to User Complexity
After testing all three digital evidence applications, FTK, Magnet, and
Autopsy, the application that was the most effective and efficient to use was
Magnet. Magnet features many useful tools that was not found within FTK and
Autopsy. These tools included building a timeline chat, building a connection
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between evidence files, obtaining evidence from iCloud, and categorizing the
artifacts for users to easily identify which category the evidence fell under.
In addition, Magnet reduced duplicated files and processed the evidence
source faster than Autopsy. Although Magnet didn’t process the evidence source
faster than FTK, Magnet gives users the ability to view the artifacts being found
before processing can be completed. FTK, does not allow the user to view any
artifact of the evidence source until after processing is completed. Magnet
provides user with a more user friendly interface and can be easily maneuvered
without training, as to FTK and Autopsy can be viewed as difficult applications to
use if no training is obtained.

The Decrease in
Financial Loss through Cybercrime
In conclusion, by determining which digital forensic application to use on
the cybercrime case that the user is solving, it can help decrease the financial
loss through cybercrimes. It is important for the user to understand each systems
capabilities, tools, and features that are available to within the application and
also the limitations that the application may have. For instants, a user who needs
to decrypt many encrypted files should first obtain the PRTK application if they
wish to decrypt password documents in FTK. Another instance is the Jean Case
Scenario where it was easier to find related artifacts by performing the
connection tool available within Magnet. By locating all the necessary artifacts,
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the cybercrime case can be solved faster, which will decrease in financial loss
through cybercrimes.
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